
Information technology has changed the way organizations work. Pen and paper documents 
have been replaced with online data using a myriad of computerized applications. Lock and key 
filing cabinets have been replaced by passwords and identification codes. The implementation 
of innovative technology has helped organizations improve the efficiency of their business 
processes and increase data processing and transmission capacity, but it has also introduced 
new vulnerabilities. As a result, an independent technology audit is required to evaluate an 
organization’s capacity to safeguard information and provide assurance that adequate 
measures have been taken to minimize the exposure to potential risks.

MEC Technology Audit
Why you need a MEC Technology Audit

With Millennium Technology Audit (MTA), our seasoned technology officer will work 
side-by-side with your organization to assess and evaluate your processes to ensure:

Asset Safeguarding

Staff Skills
Awareness and productivity to plan, 

organize, acquire, deliver, support and 
monitor Information systems and services

Technology
Hardware, operating systems, 

database management, systems, 
networking, multimedia, etc.

Application System
The sum of manual and 
programmed procedures

Reliability of Information

Relates to the accuracy and completeness 
of information as well as its validity in 

accordance with the organization’s set of 
values and expectations

Security and Privacy Issues

Relates to the safeguarding of         
data including user identity

Compliance

Deals with complying with laws, 
regulations and contractual 
arrangements to which the 
business process is subject

Availability

Relates to information being available 
when required by the business process

Don’t be a Headliner!
“According to the Miami Herald, “on the dark web, these Social Security numbers sell for $25 to $35 a piece, Mike Sanchez, 
chief information security officer at UDT said. The information from just one school could easily be worth more than $10,000.”
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Ransomware hit US schools at steady rate in 2022 Schools Are Getting Hit Hard By Cyberattacks. What Can 
They Do About It?

A ransomware attack over Labor Day weekend marks the second time Los Angeles 
Uni�ied School District has felt the impact of a major cyberattack in one year. 

The issue for schools isn’t just ransomware, but a range of cyber incidents including 
data breaches, ...
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Stages of Millennium Technology Audit
The Millennium Technology Audit (MTA) process includes the following stages within a three (3) week timeframe:

DOCUMENT & 
REPORTING

PLANNING
01 02

FIELDWORK 
& EVIDENCE

03

Sub-steps of the MTA Stages
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If you would like to learn more on how MTA can assist your 
organization, please contact Alice Lee at 

703-277-3396, Option 1 or Alice.Lee@me-sys.com.
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Take the MEC Cybersecurity 
Readiness Survey


